
For the past 13 years Deborah Samuel has
lived about eighteen miles outside of Santa
Fe, New Mexico in the small village of Galis-
teo. It is a remarkable place; a large portion of
the population are old Spanish families that
can trace their roots back some 300 years liv-
ing beside artists working in many disciplines.

The Santa Fe area has also fascinated
David Hurst Thomas, Curator of North Ameri-
can Archaeology at the Richard Gilder Gradu-
ate School at the American Museum of
Natural History in New York. Dr. Thomas is an
archaeologist who in many ways respects a
world away from art. In a 1989 publication he
observed: “Archaeology is not what you find,
it’s what you find out.” 

Like Thomas, Samuel is not necessarily
concerned with what she finds, but with what

she discovers about herself and the world sur-
rounding her. She’s a uniquely talented and
curious blend of archaeologist, botanist,
painter, curator, philosopher, geologist, physi-
cian and psychoanalyst. She employs the cam-
era in much the same way as Dr. Thomas
uses shovels and excavation protocols to
unearth subtle evidence regarding hidden
questions of our past experiences—some that
lay just beneath the surface, others that may
be miles deep.

Born in Vancouver, Canada, Samuel and her
five brothers and sisters grew up in a house-
hold that always had horses and many dogs.
Her childhood pivoted around a Kodak Insta-
matic camera, National Geographic and
Vogue. At 14, her parents moved to Ireland
primarily because of the deeply rooted Irish
tradition of horse culture. Samuel’s father, a
former businessman, followed his passion in
Ireland to become a steeplechase owner,
breeder and trainer. 

Samuel attended Alexandra College in
Dublin to complete her schooling and then
pursued an art degree at Limerick College of
Art. Shortly after Limerick, Samuel returned to
Toronto, Canada to further her education in
creative studies at Sheridan College. “I always
thought I would end up in ceramics, but a five-
day darkroom course changed that direction,”
she recalls. “The first print I watched develop
in the tray was the closest thing to magic I
had ever experienced. To this day that feeling
has never left me; the darkroom became my
creative center, sanctuary and my world with-
in.” 

Alternatives 

Steven A. Heller

Deborah Samuel: Seeing the Unseen
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“New Mexico is unadulterated nature at its most brilliant; unencum-
bered by humanity. I thrive in the quiet. It is a brave place to be living
in the middle of nature where I am connected with my innermost self.
I love the light. It is pure. Sounds travel.”

Deborah Samuel
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Rhinehart McMillan Salon
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Following graduation from Sheridan,
Samuel worked for two fashion photogra-
phers, primarily as a darkroom printer. “There
I met makeup artists, hairdressers, stylists and
models during the day and at night I would
test these models by taking them out into the
night using my flash to create my first portfo-
lio. My fashion photographs were bizarre and
strange, but [they] created an awareness that
I’d never known.” 

For more than 40 years Samuel has
methodically explored commercial, advertis-
ing, entertainment, fashion and editorial
assignments. Her working protocol invariably
results in an ever-present invitation into an
inner world of unabashed integrity, emotion
and oftentimes dark passion. Her various bod-
ies of work are akin to biometric scanning
devices that use visual forensic fingerprints, or
the iris of the human eye with its complex of
lines and patterns surrounding it to isolate one
from another. Some may call that “signature”
and “style.” Others identify it as “theory” or
“conclusion.” Samuel uses the inner world—
almost always her own—to tell a story. She is
a photographer with a deep understanding of

what she is setting out to photograph. Her
work is deliberate and profoundly focused.

The iconic mental image we collectively
share of a team of archaeologists and their
students shaking a screen with increasingly
small holes in order to get to the treasures is
what Samuel calls “problem solving.” In turn
this has guided her diverse personal projects
into a unified photographic vision. There is a
very real sense that she is exposing “what
was” in order to see “what is.”

“Take the image shot for Rhinehart McMil-
lan Salon,” Samuel says. “They wanted to be
set apart from other salons. They wanted
something that was very different and illustrat-
ed that they were contemporary, cutting edge
and not afraid to take chances. This was dur-
ing the ’80s, when budgets were huge. But
the same issues confront the photographer
today in an economy that has been a really
hard time for those who are creative in their
work.”

The final brochure for the salon consisted
of about 10 images, and Samuel was hired pri-
marily because of her black-and-white fashion
work and a signature style that incorporated
grain into the final imagery.

“Part of being successful for a long period
of time is being able to develop techniques or
looks that are synonymous with who you are.
Fashion photography is about the pursuit of
perfection. It’s about presenting perfect sort
of illusions. Venus Passage, which was exhib-
ited in several galleries in the early 1990s, is
about this impossible quest to be somebody
we can never be; nobody could ever be that
perfect. It all came together when I arrived in
Los Angeles. It was a culture I’d never lived
in. I quickly realized that the point of my com-
mercial fashion work was actually adding to
the creation of myths, magic and a whole set
of totally unrealistic illusions. So Venus Pas-
sage is the other side. ’The Dam’ is a portrait
of not being able to speak or see. ’Black Bra’
is the key piece of the exhibition. I used black
tempura to paint on my friend’s body the
ridiculously unattainable 36-24-36 ‘hourglass’
proportion.”

It’s no surprise that Samuel’s portraiture
has a deeply charged element of movement,
mystery and magic. Upon even a slight bit of
forthright observation, we will see in the mir-
ror truths about ourselves that lie cloaked
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Her working pro-
tocol invariably
results in an
ever-present
invitation into an
inner world of
unabashed
integrity, emo-
tion and often-
times dark
passion.

Caiman I, 2012
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Black Bra, 1991

Lennox Lewis
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behind the trappings of what we’re wearing or
how our hair looks or the wrinkles on our face,
but these are all ever-changing, like blowing
desert sand dunes. Samuel embraces the
impact of dark values, refined exposure, ring
lighting, experimental film-development tech-
niques and a love affair with the darkroom. 

Samuel’s personal work has always been
intertwined with her commercial and editorial
assignments. Sometimes it takes years for
these conceptual projects to become fully
realized. But it is her portrait work that has
always been at the center of her passion and
signature style.

“I don’t think the shape of a person’s face is
the only identity of a person. I think there are
lots of facets to people, whether it be their spir-
itual self, their intelligent self or their emotional
self that tells a better story. I’m drawn to the
square format, because for me it has ‘angst.’”

Samuel delves deeply into her subjects’
mystery and underlying significance, just as an
archeologist examines a pottery shard
unearthed from an excavation that tells a story

of an entire village. Many of Samuel’s portraits
shot for editorial clients beginning in 1978
coincide with the Venus Passage series. And
like that series, which she defines as “terribly
personal,” so too are the dominant character-
istics of her portrait style. Leonard Cohen’s
head emerges cautiously skyward—or
descends gracefully—from his overcoat as if
to say, “See me if you can.” Lennox Lewis is
a graphic interpretation of dark values at play
with line, form and shape. “These portraits are
in such a low value in the tonal scale that
we’re really only understanding a shape
against a dark background or a highlight that
creates a form that we’re familiar with,”
Samuel explains. 

And what about the square?
“I’m very much about line and the graphic

quality as it plays against the square frame.
The square keeps the eye moving in the pic-
ture and engages the viewer in a way that
they cannot get out of the frame. That’s when
you have a much better shot at people actually
engaging with the photograph. If you give
them a way out [of the frame], the eye will
take it. I don’t want that to happen.”

The same approach characterizes the
series Dog. “I was interested in capturing the
emotional differences between the breeds;
what made a particular breed tick. I work more
from energy than I do other motivations. I
trust my intuition. Seeking out the emotional
aspects of my subjects is more interesting to
me than documentation. ‘Miss Hiss,’ the grey-
hound, is like the head of a snake. The grey-
hound became all different animals in the split
second I was taking the photo. It completely
surprised me. I discovered a poem written in
the 15th century from The Book of St. Alban’s
after I made the image. The poem allowed me
to really make sense of everything I had been
thinking when making the photograph.”

“A greyhound should be headed like a    
Snake / And necked like a drake / Footed like a
cat / Tailed like a rat / Backed like a Beam /
Sided like a Bream.”

Samuel’s move to New Mexico in 2003
gave her the opportunity to once again own
and work with horses. Her passion hasn’t
dampened despite acquiring her share of bro-
ken bones and injuries from riding. When her
favorite horse, Mao, became sick she devoted
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“I think there
are lots of
facets to peo-
ple, whether it
be their spiritual
self, their intelli-
gent self or
their emotional
self that tells a
better story.”

The Dam, 1991
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16 hours a day, seven days each week for a
full year trying to nurse him back to health. It
was not to be.

“It was a very tough illness. During that
time I collected rocks on my walks or whenev-
er I was out. I had no idea why I’d begun to do
this. But then I began to realize that the rocks
were the exact shape of my horse’s eyes. You
can always tell what’s going on inside a horse
by looking at their eyes. Their eyes will reflect
what is happening internally. When he was
sick I had to rely on that intuitive sense of
looking in his eye to see whether I saw fear,
pain, discomfort and being comfortable. You
start to see the quality of their life in their eye.
His situation could sometimes change 10
times in a single day.”

At the same time, the emotional strata that
had been Samuel’s life were likewise becom-
ing visible, interconnected and more clearly
understood than at any other time in her life.
“When he died I had him cremated and built a
sort of little shrine with his ashes and the
rocks I had collected. I was absolutely grieving
over the loss of Mao and didn’t know what to
do with those feelings. Then I realized that the
only way to grieve his loss was to somehow

record his existence. That’s why the project
Artifact has subgroups titled Excavation,
Thread and Matrix. I couldn’t see it at the time
because it was so incredibly personal, but
now I understand that the rocks were the
shape of his eyes, and each reflected how dif-
ferently he felt throughout those days.”

There is a quality to Artifact that reminds
one of images of the far reaches of the Milky
Way and beyond from the orbiting Hubble
Space Telescope.

“The unsettling, granular surface that is the
pattern of the ashes becomes the rock and
dust of the Milky Way,” Samuel says. “What
have I done with these objects; what level of
resolution am I expressing about my horse
and me? There is a stellar galaxy that seems
to orbit around the vortex of stone.”

It may seem that these minimalist images
are purely about light, surface and composi-
tion, but they are merely portals leading to
deeper elements forged from well-honed con-
ceptual roots. For Samuel, the “artifact” in
front of her lens represents a documented
surface that is missing elements; without a
void pulling the viewer back to make their
own conclusion there is only the “surface”
without meaning. 

Viewing the strata of Samuel’s projects is
like looking at the various layers of earth piled
upon each other throughout millions of years;
like mountains—once jagged and aggres-
sive—over time slowly becoming gentle
rolling hills; or valleys widening and growing
deeper as water and erosion proclaim their
powerful musculature. The psychoanalyst, his-
torian, scientist and photographer in Samuel,
each in their own manner, seeks to find expla-
nations and answers. 

Addendum
See more of this award-winning photogra-

pher’s work at www.deborahsamuel.com.
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“I work more
from energy
than I do other
motivations. I
trust my intu-
ition. Seeking
out the emo-
tional aspects
of my subjects
is more inter-
esting to me
than documen-
tation.”

Leonard Cohen
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Eve II, 2013

Miss Hiss I, 2001
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Solitare V, 2011

Orgulhoso I, 2007
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Fuchsia 1, 2006
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